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UNDER
THREAT
The graph at right
shows the blomass,
or total estimated
weight, of bluefin
tuna living in the
ocean over the years.
What is the overall
trend in bluefin
biomass over the past
several decades?
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A $650,000 price tag for a

single tuna might seem outra-

geous. But that's what a sushi

restaurant owner paid for a

monster-sized tuna at an auction

in Japan this past January.

Sushi's popularity has led

tuna to become an expensive

commodity. lts popularity has

another downside, too. "The

Pacific bluefin tuna population

has dropped by more than 97

percent due to decades of

overfishing," says Jamie Gibbon,

a tuna conservation expert at the

nonprofit Pew Charitable Trusts.

Most bluefin are caught

before they have a chance to

reproduce, making it hard Jor

the population to bounce back.

lf fishers and sushi lovers want

tuna to survive over the long run,

stricter limits need to be set on

how many tuna can be caught

each year, says Gibbon.
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The head
ot a 47O-
pound
tuna sold
in January
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FOR SALE:
Buyers
inspect
frozen tuna S.
at a Tokyo :

market.
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JET ENGINES
Generate thrust,
the forward
force that moves
the wearer
through the air

YAW CONTROL
Controls tilt and
direction . ::

So Long, Circus
After 146 years, the Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus

is taking down its tent for good. Known as "The Greatest Show on

Earth," the circus will hold its final performance this May,

ln recent years, ticket sales to circuses like Ringling Bros. have

declined. That's in part because of growing public concern about

the welfare of circus animals. Many animal-rights activists believe it's

wrong to confine wild animals for long periods as ihey travel and to

force them to per{orm-even if they are otherwise well cared for.

After Ringling Bros. retired its elephants last year, ticket sales

continued to decline, eventually resulting in the company's closure.

-Hailee Romain

4 apatttt.zov

FINAL BOW:
Ringling Bros.
stopped using
elephants in
2016.

*Kathryn Free
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The 860-square-foot,.
wall of plants absorbs
noise and pollution.

:" {}r

The greenery
hides unsightly
scaffolding.

The plants could reduce
construction noise by
up to 90 percent.
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City construction usually means two things:
ugly scaffoiding and a lot of noise. To solve both
problems, a Swedish company specializing in

greenery parlnered with a British architectural firm.
Together the two companies created a vertical
garden known as a "living wall,' at a construction
site in London, England.

The firms covered traditional scaffolding with
grasses, strawberry plants, and wildflowers. Not
only does the vegetation look nice, it may also help
absorb noise and air pollution. The living wall has
been outfitted with sensors to collect data about
its impact on noise and local air quality. lf rt proves
successful, similar walls may stad popping up at
other construction sites.

Lrving walls could help improve air quality in cities. The graph below
shows cities with the highest average concentrations of 

-particulate

pollution. How do pollution levels in Zabol, lran, compare with those
in Jubail, Saudi Arabia? (For more on air pollution, see p. 12.)
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A researcher dips
his hand into the
Arctic Ocean off
the coast of Alaska.
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Last year was the hottest on record, according

to NASA. lt's the third year in a row to set a new

high for the yearly average temperature on Earth.

Since the late 1B0Os, temperatures on Earth

have increased by about 1.1 'C (2"F). "The whole

planet is warming up," says Gavin Schmidt,

director of NASA's Goddard lnstitute for Space

Studies in New York.

The vast majority of scientists agree that the

recent warming is human-made. As we burn loss/
/uels-such as coal, oil, and gas-carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases are released into

the air. These gases act like a blanket around our

planet, trapping heat in the atmosphere.

To find out how 2016 stacked up against

previous years, Schmidt and colleagues analyzed

temperature measurements from more than 6,000

weather stations and ocean buoys around the

globe. Although local temperatures varied from

place to piace and season to season, data showed

that overall the year was the warmest ever recorded.

- *-- *--*ffi.dE#:.*

The map below shows how temperatures in 2016 differed from the
average temperature recorded from 1950 through 1980. The darker
red an area appears, the warmer it was compared with the average.
Was the U.S. warmer or cooler than average?

Temperature Difference From Average ("F)<>-8-6-4-202468

6 ApRrl rz. zorz

-Kathryn Free
SOURCE: NOAA, NASA
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Ketchup
Unbottled

Calling all ketchup lovers! lf you

/;

struggle getting this condiment out of i
its glass bottle, fret no more. Anthony ';,

Stickland, a chemical engineer at the

University of Melbourne in Australia,

recently found a simple solution to get

ketchup unstuck. The secret is in the

pour (see The Perfect Pour, right).

"Ketchup is classified as a soft

solid." says Stickland. That's because

parlicles of tomato pulp bind the sauce

together. So instead of flowing like a

liquid, ketchup moves only when the

right amount of force is applied.

The downward pull of gravity olten
isn't strong enough to get ketchup

moving, which is why some people

recommend tapping the 57 on the
neck of a Heinz bottle. "That's one way

to apply force, but hitting the bottom

also works," says Stickland.

ln other ketchup news: Scientists
in Boston are working on a promising

new bottle design that would allow

ketchup to slide right out-no special
pouring tricks needed!

-Hailee Romain
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in lceland drilled into a volcano to access

heat energy. The hole is the deepest of
its kind ever made.

Age in years of a masiodon skeleton

recently unearthed during an expansion

of the Los Angeles subway system.

?,200
Approximate number

. of .ring-tailed lemurs
\ remaining in the wild,

according to new

studies. The popula-

tion has declined

95% since 2000.

265
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L tr Number of years since the

I E J founding of the Sierra Ctub,

the largest outdoor recreational and

environmental organization in the U.S.
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AN OCEAN
OF PLASTIC
Plastic is polluting the seas, but
there's still time to turn the tide

ESSENTIAL

QUESTI0NT

How might
plastic

trash affect
the ocean

environment?

rom the ice-covered Arctic to the

tropical waters of the Pacific, all of
Earth's oceans share one thing in
common: plastic pollution. Discarded

plastic bags, cups, and bottles make

their way into the sea. Today, it seems that no

part ofthe ocean is safe from plastic trash.

In recent years, oceanographers have

searched in vain for a pristine marine environ-

ment. They've found plastic everywhere they've

looked. "It's a global problem," says Chelsea

Rochman, a marine ecologist at the University

of Toronto in Canada. "We can't point to a single

habitat or location with no plastic."

Plastic harms wildlife and introduces

dangerous chemicals into marine ecosAsterls-
communities of organisms interacting with
their surroundings. Once plastic enters the

environment, it lasts a long time (see Garbage

Breakdoutn, p. 10).Researchers are working to
prevent plastic pollution from entering the sea.

rhlTtr Tt-tH s[HA'\}
When people litter, or when trash is not prop-

erly disposed of, things like plastic bags, bottles,

straws, and foam beverage cups get carried

to the sea by winds and waterways (see From

Shore to Sea, p. 11). About 80 percent of ocean

plastic originates on land. The rest comes from
marine industries such as shipping and fishing.

In 2015, engineer Jenna Jambeck at the

Universibi of Georgia and other researchers

calculated that at least 8 million tons of plastic

trash are swept into the ocean from coasts every

year. That's the equivalent ofafull garbage

truck of plastic being dumped into the sea every

minute. If current trends in plastic production

and disposal continue, that flgure will double by

2025. A report published by the World Economic

Forum last year predicts that by 2050, ocean

plastic will outweigh all the fish in the sea.

N OT.SN-FANTASTI E PLAST!C
In today's world, plastic is everywhere. It's

found in shoes, clothing, household items, elec-

tronics, and more. There are different types of
plastics, but one thing they all have in common

is that they're made of po\ymers-large
Continued on page 10 -.
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Floating plastic

often ends up trapped

rn swirling gyres, giant

ioops formed by ocean

currents. There are five

major ocean gyres, each

with a 'garbage patch"

at its center. There,

microplastic litters the

water like confetti.
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NED.t Plastic
microbeads, f:':11'

which were often
used in body
scrubs, were

outlawed in the
U.S. in 2015.

),

Some types of trash break

down quickly, But other

types, like plastic, can last

hundreds of years or more.

10 apRrr- rz. zotz

molecules made up of repeating units. Their

chemical stmcture gives them a lot of advan-

tages: They're cheap and easy to manufacture,

lightweight, water-resistant, durable, and can be

molded into nearly any shape.

Unfortunately, some of the same properties

that make plastics great for consumer goods

make them a problem pollutant. Plastic's

durability comes in part from the fact that

nnlike paper or wood, it doesn't biod,egrade, or

break down naturally. "Instead it just fragments,

or breaks into pieces over time," says Jambeck.

Those tiny pieces, lanown as mi,croplasti,c, can

A sample of microplastic

potentially stick around for hundreds or perhaps

even thousands of years.

Another problem with plastics is the other

chemicals they contain, Iike dyes and flame

retardants. When plastic isn't disposed of prop-

erly, those additives end up in the environment.

Plastic also tends to absorb harmful chemi-

cals from its suruoundings. "It's like a sponge for

p ersi,stent org anic pollutonts," says Jambeck.

These long-lasting, toxic substances include

pesticides and industrial chemicals. If plastic

absorbs the chemicals, and marine organisms

eat the plastic, they may be exposed to higher

concentrations of these contarninants.

WIL[]LIFE AT RISK
One of the biggest impacts of plastic pollu-

tion is its effect on sea life. Seals, sea turtles,

and even whales can become entangled in
plastic netting. They can starve to death ifthe
plastic restricts their ability to move or eat.

Or the ptastic can cut into the animals' skin,

causing wounds that develop severe infections.

Sea turtles eat plastic bags and soda-can

rings, which resemble jetlydsh, a favorite food.

450 years to
break down

6 weeks to
break down

10 to 20 years
to break down

200 years to
break down

%,,,
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}AMBASSADOR
is sculpture

of a parrotfish
is made of

plastic trash
collected from

Seabirds eat

bottle caps or
chunks offoam
cups. And microplastic
pieces can resemble plankton, small organisms
that many marine animals consume. plastic
pieces may make an animal feel full, so it
doesn't eat enough real food to get the nutrients
it needs. Plastic can also block an animal,s
digestive system, making it unable to eat. A 2015
study found that nearly 700 marine species have
been observed entangled with or eating plastic.

Plastic and its associated pollutants can even
make it into our own food supply. Rochman
and other scientists recently examined fish
and shellfish bought at markets in California
and Indonesia. They found plastic in the guts
of more than a quarter of sarnples purchased
in both locations. In organisms that people eat
whole, such as sardines and oysters, that means
we're eating plastic too. In larger flsh, chemicals
from plastic may seep into their muscles and
other tissues that people consume.

TURNING THE TIDE
One way to keep the ocean cleaner and

healthier is through cleanup efforts. A lot
of plastic waste caught in ocean cutrents
er.entually washes up on beaches (see Swir\i,ng
P\astic, p. 9). Removing it can prevent it from
btowing out to sea again. ,,Beach cleanup is
ocean cleanup," savs Rochman.

Oregon-based artist Angela Haseltine pozzi
recently teamed up with volunteers for a project

called Washed Ashore. They gathered plastic
from beaches on the northwest coast of the U.S.
Pozzi used it to make sculptures of marine life
to help raise awareness of plastic pollution.

Cleanup efforts can't reach every corner of
the ocean or track down every bit of micro-
plastic. That means it's critical to cut down on
the amount of plastic that reaches the sea in the
first place. Scientists are working toward new
materials that are safer for the environment.

For example, Jambeck and her colleagues are
currently testing a new polynner that breaks
down more easily in seawater.

"indMdual actions make a big cliffer-
ence," says Jambeck. Disposing of plastic
properly for recycling or trash collection
is a key step. "And simple things like reus-

able water bottles, mugs, and bags really
cut down on waste," she says. Skipping

straws or using paper ones helps too.
Ocean pollution can seem overwhelming, but

it's something everyone can help address. *This

is a problem we can really do something about,,,
says Rochman. #

-Jenni,fer 
Barone

Here's a common path by which trash ends up in the ocean.

s
EORE

:0uESrlol'l

t----a .' . .,

-:*l'*The plastic gets blown
or washed into a storm drain.

It travels through sewers
until it flows into waterways
and out to sea where it can
harm marine life.
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What are
some proper-
ties of plastic
that make
this veisatile
material a
problem
psllutant? Cite
evidence from
the text.,,%



ELEAR DAY
Air quality

conditions are
best on days

when winds are
strong enough to
blow away smog.

SMfiGGY L]AY

Smog is worse on
days when the air
stagnant, ot u

This can occur
warm air higher in t
atmosphere acts
a lid, irapping still,
cool air below. i
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:.AIR MONITORING

Air monitoring equipment
collects data on air quality.
Back in 2016, government

officials were caught
tampering with the devices

to falsify readings-an
action that is now illegal.
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g
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QUESTION

Explain why
air pollution
in northern
China is
especially
high.

:- -

HOW SMAtt lS SMOG? ^ H,MAN r.{^,o. E,i,E D^Dr,^,,, ^?F- 
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.3 STIIIY'.I i n.. HUMAN HAIR: FINE PARTICULATE

The particles in smog are smaller than a b. 5o-70 micrometers MfTTER: less than 2.5
L 
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*"r"*rgrain of sand. They're even litiler than the B.i 
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smallthattheycanmaketheirwaydeepintoindiameter.-k"'e-].ffiindiameter
people's lungs. This can lead to respiratory
diseases, like asthma and chronic bronchitis,
cardiovascular disease, and even death.





village nestled deep in 
^-.rj=j{,er,.:... . homes and way of

the mountains. .r life, says Loomba.
Lingshed is so ;; HiMALAyAs =\ As younger

remote that its ' '...:'."' 4i generations
inhabitants don't 

,ti *o. 
INDIA i g.o* up, they

have electricitv. A- ii r,i move away to
man named Paras :i. cities. where
Loomba wanted to \,, .-,J." there are more
change that. "There *"toi;,,,,..,o*,,,*t,,r-i'*t 

opportunities.

ESSENTIAL QUESTI0N: How is
electricity created and brought
to homes, schools, and local
businesses where you live?

igh up in the

mountains of
the Himalayas

in northern
India, a line of

17 volunteers and 55 horses
and donkeys walked along a
narrow trail. For two days,

they scaled peaks and crossed
rivers. Finall;r, they arrived
in Lingshed, a 1,000-year-old

are basic amenities that
everyone in the modern world
should have: food, water,
shelter, and etectricity," says

Loomba. He's the founder of
an organization called the
Global Himalayan Expedition,
located in India. It electrifles
villages in the area using solar
pouer-a way of generating

electricity by harnessing the
sun's rays. On August 15,2016,
Loomba and a group ofvolun-
teers switched on the lights in
Lingshed for the first time.

ENERGY ACCESS
Life in remote villages

like Lingshed hasn't changed

much in centuries. Most
people there are farmers. The
village is home to Lingshed
Monastery where Buddhist
monks have lived and people
from the sunounding area
have worshipped since 1440.

The monks have relied on
candles and kerosene lamps
for light: Like about half the
people in the Himalayas, they
live without electricity.

In recent years, people in
Himalayan villages have begun

to abandon their ancient

Loomba thinks
electricity can help villages
like Lingshed better survive in
the modern world. Not only
does electricity provide access
to light and computers, but it
also gives the people who live
there an income.

"Once we electrify villages,
tourists come to stay in the
homes there," Loomba says.
"They eat meals, they charge
their phones and e-readers,
and they pay the villagers for
these services." Since 2013,

the Global Himalayan
Expedition has managed to
light up 25 villages.

Continued on the nert pd,Se -)
SCHOLASTIC.COM,/SCIENCEWORLD 15

remote Himalayan villa
for the first time



OFF THE GRID
Most electricitY in the world is

produced in power stations that bum

Jossit fuels to heat waler. Steam from

the boiling water tums the gigantic

blades ofhrbines to Produce

electricity. A network of power lines

carries this electricity to homes and

businesses. But these electricity

supply systems often don't ex[end to

faraway places like Lingshed.

To tackle the Problem, the Global

Himalayan ExPedition teamed

up with the IEEE Smart Village

initiative, based in New JerseY.

They decided to bring electricity to

distant areas using a system of solw

microgri'cls (see EnergY From the

Sun, betottt). These local sources of

electricity are shared among a group

of people. In Lingshed, it would light

up the monastery and a school, as

well as power a small comPuter lab'

CURRENT CLASH
Last August, a group of engineers

and other volunteers began their

joumey to Power uP Lingshed' The

team carriecl wires, batteries, LED

bulbs, and solar panels-the devices

that would convert sunlight into

electricity. TheY brought enough

supplies to build 14 microgrids'

The team's microgrids would

trse d,i,rect cu?Yent (DC)' a form of

electric current that

flows in only one

direction. It's different

from an altem,ating

cu'rent (AC), which

changes the electric

curent's direction 60

times per second.

The AC sYstem is

more often used to

transmit Power over

long distances. That's

because it's easier to

step clown, or reduce,

the large amount of
electricitY needed to

send the Power a long

way. It's necessary

to step down the

current so that it's

safe enough to flow

through wall outlets and into homes'

The solar Panels in Lingshed

wouldn't generate too much elec-

trici{y or have far to go, making DC

power the better choice. DC systems

also lose less energY than AC

systems. That's because electricity

is lost as the electric current in AC

power alternates. So the DC setuP

would be more efficient, too.

"We can light uP a whole house

with exactlY the same amount of

power that you would use for one

light bulb in Arnerica," says Loomba'

ELECTRIC EXPERIMENT

When the grouP finallY arrived

in Lingshed, a long line of villagers,

monks, and schoolchildren greeted

them. The local people pitched in to

help the volunteers string wire and

tap nails into the monastery's walls'

With no electricity for power tools,

they had to install the entire system

by hand.

In a small building near the

school's dormitories, electrical engi-

neer Dave Goldsmith, from Seattle,

Washington, assembled Lingshed's

Lingshed is too remote to access electricity from the regular power grid But there's one advantage to

its location: sunlight, Lingshed gets 25 percent more watts per square meter of solar power than the

average Spot on Earth. Here,s how solar microgrids are helping to harness that energy,

16 apRIr- tz, zotz
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new computer lab. Most computers
use far more energy than the solar_
powered system could supply. So
Goldsmith came up with a smart
solution: a network of five small,
inexpensive, low-power computers
called RcLspbetry pis.,,A standard
desktop computer mns on about 400
taatts," he says. "Raspberry pis use
cnly about 12 watts.,, Watts are units
:hat measure power, or how much
rlectricity is being used by a device.

Goldsmith connected the
romputers to the internet using

a satellite link. But palrng to get
online would be expensive for
villagers. So he also connected the

computer where information is
stored that's connected to a network
of other compulers. Th.is server
downloads educational material,
like online encyclopedias, when
connected to the internet. Then kids
can access the stored information
even when they are offline.

"It was so cool to see the kids
play with the computers. Some of

them had never seen one before in
their lives," says Goldsmith. ,,They

couldn't stop smilingl,'

A BRIGHTER FUTURE
After two days of hard work,

the microgrids were ready for their
debut. In the darloress, the monks
stood around in silence, waiting for
the magic moment. The volunteers
took a deep breath and flipped the
switch. Bright-white light suddenly
filled the monastery.

"Monks are usually calm and
silent. But they were clapping and
jumping around,,, says Loomba.,,I,ve
never seen a monk jumping beforel,,

Loomba is hopeful that
Lingshed's new lights will help keep
the centuries-old village alive well
into the future. Loomba says: .,Light

means a lot to people_especially
when they have stayed in darkness
for years and years." ffi

- StephcLni,e Wcnyen Drimmer

Why does Loomba believe that
bringing electricity to Lingshed will
improve the lives of villagers there?
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Mweetwa uses
tracking equiPment
to monitor the
locations of wildlife
in Zambia.

What was it like moving to

a rural village in Africa?

The village I moved to was

so remote it didn't have

electricitY or running water'

Be{ore I moved' the onlY

wildlife I saw was on TV or

in books and magazines

AS/A '',. ln the village' the first

r animal I saw was

W.. u baboon eating a

i mango lt was such a

thrilling moment for m

Bui the villagers were

so used to seeing wildlifr

they couldn't understand

why I was so excited'

Thandiwe
Mweetwa
examines a

lioness in
Zambia.

sI

LION dEFENDER
Thandiwe Mweetwa works to save

big cats and other wild animals in Africa

When Thandiwe Mweetwa (tahn-DEE-way moo-EE-too-AH) was

12 years old, she *o""U 
"o* 

a medium-sized town in southerrt

Zaxrbiain Africa to u "'l'ui'"u*" 
in the northem pafi of the country'

For the flrst time, "n" 
tu*" fu"i-to-f'"" with wildlife she'd only 4:**'

heard about: gazelles' ;;;i"t' and mighty lions' She quickly fell 
r, '':t' E:t)RRorp,E

in love with the animals' --t^^;-! " {--- 
*Ur* 29-year-old Mweetwa is awi'Lcl'ti'Je ecolctgist-a f":-''' '"'

scientist who researches the relationsrrD Uet11;i:::* $ r:r- r-

isms, fireir environment, and people' tn" t-'|].||^li.oll]* 
.r,r, w ffiw'fr.1FRlc,t

kTffi*****";:ft$ffi:=r
help the species survive' Sct'ence Wodd spoke with Mweetwa

to find out about h",, "h;;;;s 
protect Zambias amazing wildlife'
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I've woken up to see an

elephant just outside my

bedroom window. We had

to beat drums to keep them

from coming too close to
our house. We didn't want

them to lean on the building

and topple it!

What's a typical day
like working with the
Zambian Carnivore
Programme?
I get up early in

the morning to

look for different

populations of local

carnivores: lions,

Ieopards, hyenas,

and wild dogs. We

have fitted some

animals in each group with

electronic collars. They emit

a signal, which allows me

and the other researchers to

track the animals' locations.

We drive around looking

for the animals. When

we encounter them, we

take photos and get a

head count. We record

any activity, like if they are

mating or if there are new

individuals. We follow the

group to see where they

go and what they eat. This

helps us understand any

threats to their safety and

how well they are surviving.

ffiffiffiffi
The th.reats are mostly

anthropogenic, or human-

related. The most serious
threat is competitio+for
land between people

and carnivores. As

the human poptrlation

grows, people move

intb areas where

wildlife lives, so some

animal species are

running out of space.

People also poach,

or illegally hunt, smaller

animals that larger

carnivores rely on for food.
Poachers often set wire

snares to trap the animals-
but can catch carnivores

by accident. Part of our
job is to rescue carnivores

trapped in snares.

Have you seen your
work benefit the
wildlife around you?
I staded working for

the Zambian Carnivore

Programme

in 2009. At the time, there

was one lioness that was

about a year old. ln 2010,

she was reported trapped

in a snare. We found her

and got her out safely. Then

in 2015, we saw that she

raised her first litter of cubs.

Seeing this lioness we

helped rescue go on to have

her own babies and add to

the lion population was quite

a rewarding experience. #
-Stephanie Warren

Drimmer
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ONLY 18 \

PERCENT \
oF cHlcKs
SURVIVE

THE FIRST '

YEAR

he dense, wild undergrowth of a

New Zealand forest might be the

Iast place you would exPect to find

a penguin. But this environment is

home to the mysterious yellow-eyed

penguin (Megad,yptes antipodes)-the rarest

species of penguin in the world.
The yellow-eyed penguin lives only in certain

parts of New Zealand and on several smaller

islarrds in the sub-Antarctic (see ma,p, right).
There, it nests hidden in thick, Iow-lying shrubs.

That habi,tat-an organism's natural home-is
different from that of most penguins

(see Penguins Com,pared', p.22).

Many penguin species, like EmPeror

Penguins, nest in

open areas and live together in large colonies.

But yellow-eyed penguins prefer privacy. They

make their nests out of sight from each other

and the prylng eyes of humans.

Fewer than 2,000 breeding pairs of yellow-

eyed penguins are estimated to live in the wild.

And the population is shrinking. In 2015, the

number of breeding pairs on mainland New

Zealand dropped by half. Scientists and conser-

vationists are studying threats to the penguins

to learn what may have wiped out such a large

number of them. Many worry that the endan-

gered birds could soon face extinction.

Life is hard for the yellow-eyed penguin.

Only 18 out of 100 chicks survive their first year'

While that's about average for a seabird, those

that do survive must endure many threats over

the course of their lifetime.
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FTATLTNG
NUMBERS

ln the 1990s, yellow-eyed

penguin populations on South

lsland, New Zealand, hit their
lowest levels ever recorded.

Biologists worry that a recent

decline could signal that the

penguins' numbers are headed

for an even bigger drop.
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YEAR*
*Data was not collected for certain years. SOURCE: yELLOW-EyED pENGUIN IRUST

habitat. People have also introduced inuasiue,
or non-native, animals like femets and stoats
into the yellow-eyed penguins'habitat. These
predators often eat the penguins' eggs. And
stressed-out, malnourished penguins are highly
susceptible to diseases, llke aaian diphtheria-
a deadly type of bacterial infection in birds.

"They're facing a suite of problems on land
and at sea," says Tfudi Webster, a science
adviser for the Yellow-eyed Penguin Trust,
an organization in New Zealand devoted to
protecting yellow-eyed penguins. "And there are
interactions between all of these problems that
just make it worse."

Some combination of
these factors led to one ofthe
steepest drops in yellow-
eyed penguin populations
in recorded history. FYom

2014to 2015, the number
of breeding pairs on South
Island, New Zealand, fell from
approximately 439 to just 205
(see Fa\ling Nuttbers, aboue).

decline in numbers. Ouerfishing forces penguins
to compete with other predators for food.

The flsh yellow-eyed penguins rely on are
also respondingto climate change. Ocean
temperatures have risen by about 0.07.C
(0.13'F) per decade over the past century.
Warnring waters can drive fish deeper or farther
out to sea where it's cooler-away from the
pengruns' nesting grounds. As a result, biologists
hlporl.resize that yellow-eyed penguins must
erpencl more energy when they hunt. At the
same time, they're catching fewer or less-nutri-
tious fish. This results in the penguins having
a caloi'ic deJicit-the burning of more calories
than are consumed.

Li-fe on the shore isn't any easier for yellow-
eyecl penguins. People have cleared land for
farmurg. destroying much of the bird's forest

I,"*HJ[X,-1',.":iT;[],

I ffitilil:::il;il:ff1:
E I20 meters (131 ro 394 feet)

n belovr- the water"s surface.

I ffi:"JlIil',i;:"1':#1""'*'
.- dangerous for the birds.

- - - 
'l'""'. 

Commercial flshermenALSO .,..

xnciWnr as '". accidentallvcatch

HolHo; 
"',;l;I;::::,"",,

rrvrrrV, \ penguinsintheir

OR NOISE ners. Anorher

HOUTER. : -_: . -. :

ffit t$l T# ' fishing is that scffiajffi Yffi rrsrunglsthatsome

*** 5p4ffinT.,i" sPecies of flsh are

fr&;L beirg hauled up
faster than the popula-

tions can reproduce.

This is causing some flsh to

If scientists don't come up
with solutions fast, the
bird may soon die out
completely. Luckily, no
one is giving up yet.

NEW HOPE?
Researchers like Webster

are cautiously hopeful about
yellow-eyed penguins' future.
Over the past two decades,

scientists and volunteer.s

have dedicated themselves to
protecting the birds.
Continued on the nert page ) ,m

YELLOW-
EYED
COLONIES
Yellow-eyed penguins live only in a
few colonies spread across South
lsland, New Zealand, and some
smaller islands farther south.

o 200 KM

o 100 Mt

Yellow-eyed
penguin colony

vlslr scHoLASTlc.coM/SctENCEWoRLD To: watch a video Downtoad skiils sheets [[[]view teveted tex
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Cite three
factors
affecting
yellow-eyed
penguins, and
brainstorm
possible
solutions to
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Many successful programs involve local
citizens and conservation groups trapping and

killing invasive animals that prey on penguin

eggs and chicks. Other organizations have set

up rehabilitation facilities that take in under-

weight penguins to feed them and provide

medical treatments.
One of the most exciting projects starts at

the nest. Yolanda van Heezik, a wildlife biologist
at the University of Otago in New Zealand, and

her students are working to identifii yellow-eyed
penguin "superbreeders." These are penguins

that naturally produce more, and healthier,
chicks than average. Their chicks also have

a higher rate ofsurvival and often go on to
become superbreeders themselves.

Van Heezik says that figuring out what
makes these penguins superbreeders could

be a key to encouraging higher breeding rates

among other yellow-eyed penguins. Genetic

studies will try to determine if there are

specific genes, or units of hereditary material,
that influence breeding and surwival rates. In
addition, researchers are studying the parenting

habits of superbreeders to get ideas on how to
increase the number of chicks that survive their
first year. For instance, researchers will see if
superbreeders feed their chicks in a way that's
more beneficial to the chicks'health.

Yellow-eyed penguins will still face many

obstacles. But these research, breeding, and

conservation programs could give them a
fighting chance. "They're a fantastic penguin,"

says Van Heezik. "I just hope we can come

up with a solution to save

them." W 
-Jacob 

Batchelor

,ru, '/,////m

PENGUINS COMPARED
The yellow-eyed penguin is a midsize penguin species.

See how it compares with some of its penguin relatives.

ff
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HEIGHT: 12 inches

LOCATION:
Australia and
New Zealand

22 rcatv,zov

HEIGHT:24 in.

LOCATION:
lslands south of
New Zealand

HEIGHT: 26 in.

LOCATION:
New Zealand

HEIGHT: 28 in. LOCATION:
LOCATION: Antarctica
Peru and Chile

HEIGHT:50 in.

LOCATION:
Antarctica



here's no doubting that this
frog has guts. That's because
you can see them! A glass

frog's heart, intestines, and
lungs are visible right through its
bell1'. Glass frogs are so named
because looking at them from under-
neath is like looking through glass.

Ilore than 150 species ofglass
frogs lit,e in the tropical rainforests
of Central and South America.
Most have green skin-except for
on their abdomens. This area of
their body lacks ltigmentati,on, or
color. Some scientists believe this
strange adaptation might hetp the
frogs cantctufloge themselves to
stay hidden from predators, says
Santiago Castroviejo-Fisher. He,s a

biologist at the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City.

Most green frogs blend in with
the leaves they're sitting on. But
sunlight hitting the animal creates
a dark shadow on the leaf that
predators can see from below. ,,If the
frog is par-tially translucent, light can
more easily pass through it,,, says
Castroviejo-Fisher. That makes its
shadow lighter and harder to notice.

There are drawbacks to translu-
cent skin, however. Pigmentation
normally blocks ultraui,olet (W)
ligh,t from the sun. IJV light can
damage body tissues. Since light
can pass through the skin of a glass

frog's abdomen, IJV rays could
potentially harm its organs.

This isn't the only threat to glass

frogs. They're also susceptible to
ch,ytrid Jungus-an infection that
has wiped out many frog popula-
tions. Widespread deforestation is
also destroying the frogs' habitat,
Ieading scientists to fear that some
species are at risk of extinction or
have already died out.

-Jeanette
Fettarct

SEE
THROUG

FROG
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O INTERPRETING VISUALS

A SEA OF GARBAGE
After reading
'An Ocean of
Plastic" (p.8),
analyze these
cartoons to
answer the
following
questions.

rl A tsunami is a large

I *ave of water in the

I o"""n. What is the

word being used to indicate

in the top cartoon?

Whal analogy-

comparison between

two things-is the

artist making with the jug in

the bottom carioon?

What message

is each cartoon

trying to convey to

readers? Do they succeed?

What techniques-
like humor,

exaggeration, labels,

symbols, or analogies-do

the cartoonists use to make

their points?
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TEST YOUR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game t- /61 - .l

onlinel Just click this button I I I I I

in the digital editron and I LJ 
]

select whether you'd like L Visit scholastic' 
. I

questions rrom this issue l"Ui;i"Ull;. I

only or from our archive.

CHECK US OUT ONLINE
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